Decorative Laminate FRP

Outstanding durability in many great finishes
Marlite’s Induro Decorative Laminate FRP is an exceptionally wear resistant panel created through an exclusive process of thermally bonding melamine impregnated surfacing materials directly to the FRP core. Designed to match and coordinate with popular High Pressure Laminates (HPL), the panels are available in a superb array of woodgrains, solid colors and abstract prints. Induro FRP is light-weight, installs as easily as any standard FRP panel and is the most cost effective way of applying laminate to walls.

Induro Decorative Laminate FRP:

• Is available in laminate finishes from most major manufacturers.
• Can be shipped quickly in 10 standard finishes.
• Offers the same outstanding durability as HPL.
• Possesses the same impact and moisture resistant properties as FRP.
• Is available in Class “A” and Class “C” fire-ratings.
• Is balanced and usable either side for greater flexibility.
• Measures 3/32” (.090”) thick and installs like any standard FRP panel.
• Cleans easily.
• Good two sides.
• Coordinates beautifully with HPL table tops and case goods.
• Is the easiest, most affordable way of applying laminate to walls.

Panel construction

Panel dimensions 4’ x 8’ x 3/32”
Faux Woodgrains

- 7925 Monticello Maple
- 7061 Natural Pear
- FP610 Hard Rock Maple
- 7922 Brighton Walnut

Can be shipped quickly in 10 standard finishes.

Abstracts

- 7924 Biltmore Cherry
- 4143 Neutral Glace
- 4746 Woolamai Brush
- FP612 Graphic Spectrum

Available in laminate finishes from most major manufacturers.

Solid Color

- D354 Designer White
- D381 Fashion Grey

Actual product will vary. Please contact us for samples.
Induro Decorative Laminate FRP provides impressive durability in a wide array of attractive finishes.

Ideal for use in these markets:

- Education
- Healthcare
- Hospitality
- Retail
- Government
- Transportation
- Athletic
- Grocery
- Restaurants
- Religious
- Corporate

Coordinates beautifully with HPL table tops and case goods with the same outstanding durability.

Simplified Installation

*Induro Decorative Laminate FRP* installs easily and in a fraction of the installation time of other more complex laminate wall systems.

Simply apply Marlite Brand Adhesive to the back of FRP panels and apply them to the subwall.
Induro FRP Panels are a part of a complete system, including Aluminum Trim and Base Molding, Outside Corner Guards, Adhesives and Silicone Sealants.

## A Complete System

### Harmonizing Aluminum Trim Molding

Durable painted Aluminum Molding harmonizes with any woodgrain or abstract Induro FRP finish.

- **Length:** 8’
- **Material:** Extruded Aluminum with durable finish.
- **Colors:** As specified with Induro FRP.

---

## Accessories

### Bright Anodized FRP Molding

Anodized Aluminum Molding for use with any woodgrain or abstract Induro FRP finish.

- **Length:** 8’
- **Material:** Extruded Aluminum with durable finish.

---

### Satin Anodized FRP Molding

Satin Anodized Aluminum Molding for use with any woodgrain or abstract Induro FRP finish.

- **Length:** 8’
- **Material:** Extruded Aluminum with durable finish. Also available in Black.
- **Colors:** Silver or Black finish.
**Outside Corner Guards**

Outside Corner Guards provide added corner protection in high-traffic, high-abuse areas.

**Length:** 8’ and 10’

**Material:** Stainless Steel

* denotes 10’ length only

---

**Base Molding**

Patented-design Base Molding simplifies installation and helps totally seal the panel system.

**Length:** 4” wide x 10’ long

**Material:** Rigid extruded PVC with integral color.

**Colors:** P 200 Black, P 203 Quarry Red

---

**Adhesives & Sealants**

Specially developed for use with Induro FRP when used on approved subwalls such as drywall and plywood. When used in conjunction with the complete line of accessories, these adhesives and sealants ensure the system’s ease of installation and performance.

- **C-551 Marlite FRP Adhesive**
  A high quality, low odor, non-flammable latex-based FRP adhesive for application over approved “porous” subwalls such as drywall or plywood. The adhesive meets low V.O.C. requirements. Size: 3.5 gallon can.

- **C-375 Marlite Construction Adhesive**
  A strong, flexible, moisture-resistant, all-purpose adhesive formulated for fast, easy application. This adhesive is an excellent choice for use over many non-porous surfaces. Synthetic rubber base remains pliable to compensate for movement of structural surface up to 1/8”. Size: 3.5 gallon can.

- **C-407 VOC Compliant Adhesive**
  A latex-based low odor construction adhesive is VOC Compliant. Size: 3.5 gallon can.

* Trowel size: 3/16” W x 1/4” D x 1/2” C-C V-Notch